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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Understand and share best practices for building an enterprise-ready drone program
Learn how drone data can connect workflows through BIM 360 and be effectively
used across AEC products
Learn how drone data can be used in AEC tools such as InfraWorks, Civil 3D, Revit,
and more
Learn how to build compliance and safety into your drone operations

Description
PCL Construction started flying drones on their projects over two years ago. Today, they’re
running a robust drone program on projects across North America, with dozens of pilots and
hundreds of people using drone maps and models on a daily basis for site planning, progress
tracking and reporting, performing quality control, and much more. In this session, PCL
Construction and their drone partner, 3DR, will provide an inside look into how PCL built and
scaled their drone program across the company. It will be hosted by Bill Bennington, National
Quality Manager, André Tousignant, VDC Manager, and Nico Bonnafoux, Senior Customer
Success Architect at 3DR, and will cover how to implement a drone software platform effectively,
navigate legal and compliance concerns, build an in-house drone teams with flight procedures
and fleet management, securely share data and make it accessible to project teams through
BIM 360, scale drone operations across multiple projects, and establish an effective vendor/
customer feedback loop.
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Speakers
Bill Bennington
Bill Bennington is the National Quality Manager for PCL. PCL is
a group of independent construction companies that carries out
work across the United States, Canada, the Caribbean, and in
Australia. Together, these companies have an annual
construction volume of more than $6 billion, making PCL one of
the largest contracting organizations in North America.
After joining PCL in 2005 as a field engineer, Bill has spent time
in a variety of roles, including project manager and virtual
construction manager. Drawing from his time in operations, Bill
understands the complex challenges project teams face, and works closely with field operations
to improve efficiency and quality through the use of innovation and technology. In his role as
national quality manager, Bill focuses on enhancing operational excellence and is responsible
for leading the implementation of PCL’s Quality Management Program, sharing best practices,
and discovering new ways to improve the profitable execution of projects across PCL’s US
Operations.

André Tousignant
André began his career with PCL as a Field Engineer in 2006
and has traveled the East coast building all manner of complex
infrastructure. As a Registered Professional Engineer Andre
caught the virtual construction bug using models to design
temporary works and execute critical lifts, ranging from two to
2,500 tons. Andre currently leads the Virtual Design and
Construction (VDC) team at PCL's Orlando office, working on
a broad portfolio of commercial and theme park projects. As one of the early adopters of drones
at PCL, he is handling the expansion of PCL's drone program to all North American districts.
His role also includes leading the district in the development of new technologies and reviewing
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the viability of new product solutions. When he’s not flying for work, you’ll find him building
anything from playgrounds for his children to potato cannons.
Nico Bonnafoux
Nico Bonnafoux is an FAA certified commercial airplane pilot
and flight instructor with over 2000 hours of flight time. His
experience in the UAV industry began 12 years ago when he
co-founded an aerial photography company which used large
remote-controlled helicopters. Later on, his duties at SoCal
Aeronautics Consultants included designing small unmanned
aircraft and implementing their operation in engineering firms.
He joined 3DR in 2014 as a Flight Test engineer, assisting in
the development of aircraft including the 3DR Solo, and training clients such as the U.S. Navy
Test Pilot School. He now manages 3DR’s Enterprise Customer Success team, working to
enable and ensure the success of key partners and customers in the Engineering, Construction,
and Mining industries using 3DR Enterprise products.
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Getting started
Construction and engineering firms are now looking to scale their drone operations and fly
across multiple projects. However, bringing drones into the enterprise comes with some new
concerns. For example: how can you standardize drone operations across jobsites, share data
with hundreds of people, and do so in a way that’s secure and easy to manage?
This session will share some best practices based on 3DR and PCL Construction’s experience
building a company-wide drone program across PCL in North America.

Identify the right leader and team for your drone program
Before you can get to the point where you’re flying drones on multiple job sites and sharing data
across your organization, you need to start simple: identify an internal champion for your drone
program, and let them take the lead.
It’s very important to have a dedicated drone program lead, someone who has a good top down
view of the company’s projects and needs. In construction, it often works well to start with one
VDC lead and one good project manager or project engineer. Together, they
can get the program off the ground. Some common characteristics of great drone program leads
are:
▪

Passion for the tool

▪

Credibility with Field team

▪

Procedural expertise

▪

Influence within the organization

Clarify your pain points and use cases
Drones can help throughout the complete lifecycle of your projects. For example, maybe you
want to document progress, or you’d like faster, cheaper topographic surveys, or want to reduce
costly mistakes by identifying and fixing issues earlier. Maybe you want to win more business by
differentiating your bids with drone imagery.
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Whatever they may be, take the time to write a prioritized list of your pain points and clearly
describe the problems you’re facing. Have your team join in, too: getting clarity and consensus
on what problem you’re looking to solve with drone data will make it much easier to find the right
tool for your company.

Include your key stakeholders
Drone data doesn’t live in a silo. Entire project teams are looking to use it more in their day-today work: your marketing department wants drone video and 3D models to win more bids, your
superintendents want high-resolution maps to plan the days work, your owners want better
visibility into their projects, and so on. That’s why, when you’re researching options and getting
product demos, you should bring in your key stakeholders that might get value out of using a
drone platform and get their feedback. They’ll have interesting perspectives and use cases that
you may not have originally considered—get them involved at the start so you can avoid
headaches later on.
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Who will use the data, and how will they use it?

!
DAILY SITE MEETING ON A PCL JOB SITE: REVIEWING SITE SCAN DATA FROM PREVIOUS EVENING

•

Project teams
◦

Inside the drone data web platform

◦

BIM 360

◦

PDF Exports
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VDC team
◦

Web platform

◦

Revit

◦

AutoCAD Civil 3D

◦

Infraworks

◦

Navisworks

◦

BIM360

◦

Raw photos and video

.RCS POINT CLOUD IN AUTOCAD CIVIL 3D WITH OVERLAY
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.OBJ MESH IN RECAP PHOTO

MODEL OVER MESH: NAVISWORKS
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Marketing
◦

Raw photos and video

◦

Web platform

◦

Timelapse

WEEKLY SITE MARKETING PHOTOGRAPH
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Owners, Investors, Banks
◦

Raw photos and video

◦

Web platform

PROGRESS TIMELINE VIEW
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Subs
◦

Web platform

◦

BIM360

SITE LOGISTICS PDF PLAN OVERLAYS ON DAILY SITE MAP
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Evaluating solutions
In any drone program, there are a variety of software options for each stage of the workflow:
1.

Flying a drone and capturing images

2.

Processing those images into maps and models

3.

Managing your data in the cloud to gain insight from it, share with your team, and export
into your other CAD, BIM, and GIS tools

A key consideration is whether you should you use a specific, dedicated tool for each stage of
this workflow, or a single, complete solution that enables you to perform all three. While the right
answer depends on your business and your unique needs, PCL has found it preferable to build
its in-house drone program with an end-to-end solution: it enables standardization and scale on
a single platform, keeps everyone on the same page, keeps data secure and centralized, and
ensures a simpler workflow from start to finish.

Evaluate available solutions
When evaluating potential drone vendors, there’s a variety of factors to keep in mind:
•

What drones they support

•

Published accuracy data validated by a third party

•

Ease of use, repeatable flights, scalable platform

•

Cloud-based vs. desktop based photogrammetry processing

•

Deliverables and outputs that work with your existing software tools. In our case, it was
important that our drone data was compatible with Revit and Autodesk Civil 3D

•

Data security and ease of sharing

•

Implementation and ongoing support

•

Company references: what other firms are finding success with their product?

Avoid shiny objects, and get what will work for your team.
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Top features to consider
Flight planning
•

Complete suite of flight modes to meet all data capture needs (From pre-con surveys in
open areas to scans of completed vertical structures in urban areas)

•

Manual and autonomous flight for inspection

•

Plan flights remotely

•

Fly with drones from multiple manufacturers

•

Capture both photos and videos

•

Overlay CAD, PDF, and GCPs for accurate flight planning

•

Ability to use your own drone-capture base maps for flight planning

•

Automated airspace authorizations (LAANC compatible)

Photo uploading
•

Wireless upload to the cloud from the field

•

No limit on photo uploads

•

Ability to manually upload photos if needed

Photogrammetry processing
•

Cloud vs Desktop

•

Fast and accurate photogrammetry processing

•

Email notification when processing is complete

•

Export processing and accuracy report

Accuracy and ground control points (GCP)
•

Unlimited cloud-processing of ground control points

•

Support for custom/local coordinate reference systems

•

Native checkpoint functionality for accuracy validation

•

Automatic GCP detection
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COMPUTER VISION GROUND CONTROL TARGET DETECTION

PROCESSING REPORT: SUMMARY PAGE
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GROUND CONTROL LAYOUT ON CANAL PROJECT

PROCESSING REPORT: ACCURACY REPORT
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Viewing the data in the cloud
•

2D orthomosaic

•

3D mesh

•

3D point cloud

•

View elevation and cut/fill data

•

Overlay designs, track progress

•

Overlay CAD and PDF design files

•

Track volume calculations over time

•

Compare flights over time

•

Upload design surfaces

•

Inspect photos on orthomosaics, point cloud

WEB BASED POINT CLOUD VIEWER (LEFT): PHOTO INSPECTION TOOL (RIGHT)
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Measurement options
•

Perform volume, area, and distance measurements

•

Custom surface options for volume measurements

•

Quickly count objects like trees and cars

•

Point cloud measurements and profile viewer

•

Cut/fill reports

WEB-BASED VOLUME MEASUREMENT USING DESIGN GRADE AS COMPARISON SURFACE

CUT-FILL MAP VIEW
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Exporting data
•

Export maps, models, and contours into friendly file formats for use in Autodesk, ESRI,
and other AEC & GIS tools you use.

•

Export map as PDF for field users

•

Export volume report

User management and data sharing
•

Private link to map and photos

•

Push data to project management tools such as BIM 360

•

Enterprise scalability

•

Control access to your data at the organization, project, and user level

•

Provide read-only access to owners and stakeholders

•

Manage who can fly

•

Maintain flight records for drone operators, drones, and batteries

FLEET MANAGEMENT: AIRCRAFT LOG
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Identify funding and cost recovery mechanism
•

R&D Budget

•

District overhead cost

•

Healthy ongoing project

•

New project

Onboarding & Support

It can be easy to overlook the implementation
process when you’re looking for new software,
but when it comes to drones, there’s a lot to
consider: jobsite safety, aviation laws, managing
your pilots and fleet of vehicles, effectively
planning flights, and much more. This tends to
make
for a longer, more detailed implementation
process than what you might be used to—so
make sure your drone vendor is there to support
you. Here’s some best practices that will make
your implementation process a breeze:

Dedicated support
Sometimes, when you have a pressing question
or a problem on-site, nothing beats being able to
pick up the phone and get answers, fast. Make
sure you choose an enterprise drone vendor
that’s available when you need them.
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As you scale drone flights across multiple projects, there are more safety concerns to consider.
The customer success team at your drone vendor should be experts not only in drones and
airspace regulations, so they can help you onboard new pilots and design safe and legal flight
plans across different projects, but also have a thorough understanding of the construction
industry to help identify the where and how to use the drone’s data most effectively, or how to
work with a surveyor to set Ground Control Points in the correct coordinate system.

Formalized onboarding
Your software candidate should have a clear implementation methodology. We’ve found that it’s
best to start small and take a milestone-based approach, with specific tasks to complete along
the way. Here’s an example of what this approach might look like:

!
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Scaling the drone program across the company
Compliance checklist (USA)
Pilot Certification
▪

Review the study guides and practice tests available for free at 3dr.com/faa and the
FAA’s official study guide.

▪

Keep track of your operators’ certification date to ensure they maintain currency
(recurrent test required every 24 months)

Drone Registration
▪

Ensure all your drones are registered with the FAA, and keep track of registration
dates for renewal (3-year validity)

Insurance
Make sure your company or project liability insurance covers the use of drones. If not,
it’s usually very easy to add “Aviation coverage” to your policy by submitting your pilot's’
certificate numbers and drone registration certificates to your insurance carrier.

Airspace authorizations
▪

Keep records of any airspace authorization

▪

Maintenance

▪

Record aircraft and battery flight times to comply with manufacturer’s recommended
maintenance schedule.

▪

Monitor battery health.
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Establish a training program
◦

“Flight team” - create formal company requirements for flight training before
being cleared to fly on site.

Even though the vast majority of flights we conduct are fully autonomous, it is essential
that drone operators be comfortable operating the drone manually in the event of an
emergency. The training for the FAA Remote-Pilot Certification will not prepare your
drone operators for this.
Purchase a low cost but durable drone for your operators to practice manual flight, without GPS
assistance. We chose the Horizon Hobby Nano QX which costs about $60.
A simple but effective exercises is to have your new operator applicants perform square or Tshaped patterns with the drone indoors, in a large conference room. They will first do this with
the nose of the drone maintaining a constant heading, staying pointed away from the operator.
Once they are comfortable with this, they will fly the same patterns with the nose facing forward
for each flight leg, forcing them to practice reverse control.
These same exercises should then be practiced outdoors with the drone that will be used for
site mapping, both with and without-GPS assistance.
It’s also important to understand the safety systems of the drone and practice possible
emergencies such as:
•

Collision avoidance

•

Low battery behavior

•

Evasive maneuvers to avoid a manned aircraft entering the flight area (i.e. low flying
helicopter)

•

Emergency motor shutdown (simulated or actual - low over tall grass)

•

Loss of connection to the drone

•

Loss of GPS (with the drone at the limits of line-of-site, regaining orientation and
manually flying the drone back to its takeoff point)

Once skills for basic flight control are acquired, “advanced training” such as autonomous
mapping flights or manual inspection flights can begin.
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A flight test or “checkride” can be implemented as a prerequisite to any flight operation
on a company site in order to ensure the operator can demonstrate sound decision making,
proper communication and situational awareness.
This test can be comprised of a discussion reviewing knowledge of the drone and its safety
systems, company procedures, and a simulated flight plan for pursuit data capture at a given
address (reviewing weather, airspace, temporary flight restrictions, site conditions, aircraft
readiness…) followed by pre-defined flight test including completion of the aforementioned
manual flight exercises, and resolution of simulated emergencies.
◦

Teams consuming drone data:
▪

Develop trainings tailored to different user groups:
▪

VC

▪

Ops team

▪

External stakeholders

If you can use data from their project, it’s often easier to connect. Make sure to use concrete
real-world examples of how this information will make their work easier.
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Establish company-wide operating procedures

"

◦

Preflight Checklist

◦

Points of contact list for each team

◦

Weather requirements

◦

Takeoff points, backup landing area

◦

Record keeping requirements

◦

Incident reporting procedure

◦

Ground control point requirements (layout, who will set them, will they be
temporary or permanent)

◦

Establish a way to assess compliance with your internal processes/procedures
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Consciously strive for continuous improvement
◦

Regularly meet with your drone team leads as well as drone data users to
identify areas for improvement

◦

Work with a vendor who treats you as partner
▪

Constructively complain when you or your team is not happy

▪

Make suggestions for improvements or new features, including detailed
descriptions of the use cases and benefits.

▪
◦

Schedule recurrent training meetings, on-site if possible.

Monitor the breadth of usage within your organization and share successes
internally.
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